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Conference highlights:

- Presidential address by Prof M S Raghunathan
- Twelve plenary lectures
- Five symposia with 6 speakers each in Analysis, Combinatorics, Commutative Algebra, Partial Differential Equations and Topology
- Ten paper reading sessions of contributed papers

Special Events:

- General Body Meeting of the Ramanujan Mathematical Society, on October 22
- Release of the book *Arithmetic and Algebra* written for school students by Dr Shailesh Shirali, on October 22

Venue: Radisson Blu Hotel
Plot No. D, District Centre
Outer Ring Road
Paschim Vihar
New Delhi

Delegates will be accommodated in the same hotel on a sharing basis.

Registration:

Registration is currently open through the conference website www.snu.edu.in/ramanujan. The deadlines are September 22 for paper presentation and September 29 for participation only.

For RMS Members:

Members of the Ramanujan Mathematical Society are entitled to free registration, and this includes room and meals during the conference. However, it is necessary to register in time and the availability of rooms is limited.

Email the Organizers: rms@snu.edu.in

Please visit www.snu.edu.in/ramanujan for all details